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Not in Barnard: the Northgate Brewery, Bath

Mike Bone

The first three volumes of Alfred

Barnard's classic The Noted Breweries of

Great Britain and Ireland were published

in 1889 and a further 'supplemental' vol-

ume was added in 1891.1 The generously

illustrated and detailed descriptions of his

visits to breweries and maltings have

become a major source of reference for

historians of the industry in its golden age

and have tended to overshadow many

other similar accounts to be found in a

range of contemporary books, journals

and newspapers before and after their

publication. Paul Bayley has provided a

comprehensive assessment of Barnard's

contribution to our understanding of the

industry in the Spring 2011 edition of this

journal.2 This article aims to be the first of

a series which seeks to identify and

reprint some of the articles on breweries

and maltings that, for one reason or

another, are 'not in Barnard' and often

unknown to 'brewery' enthusiasts.

Noted Breweries followed the successful

format of an earlier volume on whisky

distilleries. In the 1880s, Barnard (1837-

1918) set out to visit every distillery that

made the spirit in the United Kingdom on

behalf of the magazine Harper's Weekly

Gazette, a publication aimed at the wine,

spirit and brewery trade. The results were

published by Harper's in 1887 with a

chapter on each distillery that is part trav-

elogue, part history, but mainly a detailed

description of the site and its plant. Most

entries were illustrated with engravings,

made from photographs taken during his

visit. The book sold well at the time and

has since been reprinted on no less than

four occasions - in 1969, 1987, 2003 and

2008.3

Noted Breweries was more selective in

its approach. The criteria for inclusion in

the survey were initially to be size and

eminence but, as Michael Moss has

pointed out in his introduction to the

Centenary Edition of Whisky Distilleries,

an 'entry fee' of 25 guineas deterred

some major breweries from participating.

This seems to have opened the door to

many smaller firms that would not have

met the original criteria and many were to

appear in Volume IV. All in all, Barnard

visited some 107 brewers, some of whom

operated more than one brewery, and

five specialist maltsters - a mere fraction

of the 2,649 commercial or common

brewers in Britain in 1880.4 Geographical

coverage was eclectic and the size of the

concerns ranged from the massive

establishments of Guinness and Bass to

the small village brewery of Flower
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Brothers in Fontmell Magna, near

Shaftesbury, in Dorset. In his preface to

Volume IV, Barnard described his work

as 'but simply a tourist's description of

some noted Breweries ...' but was quick

to add that he had included 

minute descriptions of the newest appliances,

machinery and inventions, which came under

my notice ... so that those brewers, wishing to

remodel their Brewery, may find the book of

considerable use.5

It is this mix of the general and specific

that makes Barnard such a fascinating

and useful source for historians of the

trade.

Whilst few 19th century industries had

their Barnard, there is a fine tradition of

industrial reporting that predates his

whisky and brewery books. The great

London breweries that feature in Peter

Mathias's classic study6 had attracted

many admiring visitors when in their

pomp. One such was the Prussian archi-

tect Karl Friedrich Schinkel who visited

the Meux Brewery in 1826 and was clear-

ly impressed by the scale of the concern,

commenting upon the 180 dray horses,

the extent of the storage vessels and

great size of the trays '8 ins deep, 40-60

ft long, 40 wide, with fans above for cool-

ing’.7 In 1843, George Dodd's Days at the

Factories began with an account of a visit

to Barclay & Perkins brewery in

Southwark and later included a descrip-

tion of the Shoe Lane works of E & W

Pontifex, the noted brewers' engineers.

Dodd's essays first appeared in the

Penny Magazine8 and our first example

is an account of the Northgate Brewery in

Bath from the unlikely source of the

Lady's Newspaper and Pictorial Times of

19 October 1850. This particular version

was found in the Hunt Collection (a

scrapbook or miscellany of local items)

conserved in Bath Central Library. It is

clear that it has been reprinted from the

original and probably appeared else-

where - a version without the illustrations

was included in the Liverpool Mercury

of 13 December 1850, a newspaper in

which the proprietors of the Northgate

Brewery advertised their ales. When one

gets past the rather laboured prose of

the introduction to this piece we have a

useful and evocative description, with

engravings of the huge vat room of what

the anonymous author describes as the

'largest Old Ale Brewery in the Kingdom'.

VISIT TO A BREWERY.

Whetted in antiquarian appetite by an 

examination of the vast collection of local

Roman remains in the Bath Literary and

Scientific Institution, unequalled, except at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, we lamented that

Aquæ Calidae could not now be, like another

Nineveh, rescued from its earthy tomb, in

some parts twenty feet deep, as the 

monument on its grave consists of noble

modern edifices and stately crescents rising

one above another to the crests of the 

surrounding hills. Anxious to observe some of

its many beautiful and picturesque views, we

were passing up Northgate-street. "There,"

said our friend, "is the Northgate Brewery,
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Figure 1. View of the interior of Messrs George Pinchin & Company's new Vat

Rooms at the Northgate Brewery, Bath. From The Lady's Newspaper and

Pictorial Times, 19 October 1850 
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well worthy of a visit; and, noted as the 

beautiful city of Bath is for its unbusiness

character, still, this is the largest Old Ale

Brewery in the kingdom, established upwards

of a century ago, and in point of complete-

ness unrivalled." Whether from our friend's

introduction, or it being the usual conduct of

the proprietors, Messrs. Pinchin and

Company, we know not, but the courtesy,

politeness, attention, and intelligence with

which we were met merit our warmest

acknowledgments; and, as we came away

wiser than we went, we purpose giving our

readers the benefit of our acquired and 

interesting knowledge. The subject of OLD

ALES is singularly coincident with the month

of October. 

Whilst our skilful guide was showing us the

various departments of the immense 

establishment, he explained to us that 

brewing was a chemical art, effecting the

extraction of saccharine matter from grain,

and converting it into a fermented and sound

spirituous beverage; and, by a principle called

diastase, in the mash-tun the starch of the

grain was transmuted into sugar; yet still

experience and practice had to be added to

the discoveries of science to attain that 

perfection and stability of character in 

brewing which he flattered himself their firm

possessed. For their ales the malt is dried of

a very pale colour; it is that gives the real

body and saccharine properties to the, liquor,

and much depends upon the judgment 

exercised in the selection. The brown or

blown malt is that which gives the peculiar

flavour to the porters and stout, which are

coloured by roasted or black malt. For ales

the malt is crushed so as merely to break the

skin of the grain. Messrs. Pinchin and Co.

make all their own malts, and have seven

large malting establishments; they are now

building another capable of wetting in two 

cisterns every four days about 150 quarters:

The malt being placed in the mash-tun, which

has a false bottom full of holes, raised about

two inches, the water is admitted, and a new

and ingenious method is used to well mix the

malt and water, after which it is run off from

the bottom. This sweet wort being conveyed

to large coppers, from 8lbs. to 20lbs. of hops

per-quarter, according to the quality of the ale,

is put in, and the boiling commenced, partly

by steam, partly by naked flame, a greater

heat being used for ales than for porters. This

operation completed, the wort is run into large

shallow coolers; also cooled by powerful

refrigerators; it is then run into gyle or 

fermenting tuns, after which somewhat about

2lbs. of yeast per barrel is added; the surface

of the liquor first becomes creamy, then

changes in appearance to curly, frosted, and

rocky, small bladders of air appear, and the

head falls. These signs again present 

themselves more decided in character, and

when it becomes of a rich brown yeasty-

bubbled head the fermentation is complete,

and the yeast removed. The ale is next vatted.

We have given a mere  outline of the

process; the ingenious and complicated

machinery we have not attempted to

describe. All that the improvements of 

science or art can supply in the greatest 

perfection Messrs. Pinchin and Co. have

availed themselves of in their establishment.

The vat-room appeared such a remarkable

instance of the industrial enterprise of our
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country that we present two illustrations of it

to our readers; without the aid of pictorial art,

no idea could be formed of its surprising

extent and gigantic vessels. These vats, we

calculated,, stand about forty feet in height.

We inquired the contents of those in the room

from which we have given the illustrations,

and were informed that they held 1100 

barrels each. This is the last room Messrs.

Pinchin and Co. have built, and the vats have

been filled this season for the first time.

Those in the other rooms we passed through

varied in size, and we counted fifty-eight large

besides thirty-two smaller ones, all filled with

ale, and, taken together, present such a stock

of John Barleycorn that, unless we had seen

it, we should have thought incredible. Such

surprising magnitude of business may well

cause our countrymen to be designated mer-

chant princes. Still the premises are found to

be small, and they are about being enlarged.

We were informed the ale is kept in those

vats twelve months and upwards before

being considered in that perfection which is

professed by the company. The sample

drawn from a vat for our inspection and

refreshment, and in which we toasted "Old

October," was pure, brilliant, and sparkling,

imparting a generous warmth to the system.

In drinking it we could not but think how 

different this ale must be from that mentioned

by old Heredotus as drunk by the Egyptians,

or that of the Germans described by Tacitus,

or our old sturdy Saxon forefathers, and how

the ale-loving ancients would have gloried in

such inspiring and strength-giving beverage.

The Cleanliness and order of the entire 

brewery are surprising, while the tun-room is

fitted up in a manner that is really elegant.

Being about to measure our commercial 

manufactures with that of the world's in the

forthcoming Great Exhibition, we cannot 

forbear thinking a visit to Messrs. Pinchin and

Company's establishment at Bath would well

repay the trouble of a journey to many 

foreigners, by giving an idea of the magnitude

and perfection of one branch of commercial

enterprise in our country - that of OLD ALES.

Our second example comes from the

relatively new kind of travel guide that

followed the expansion of the railway

network. George Measom, the owner of a

small publishing business, was one of

the first authors to systematically meet

the needs of a new breed of tourist and

commercial traveller9 and the second

edition of his Official Illustrated Guide to

the Great Western Railway (1861) also

features the Northgate Brewery, in addi-

tion to the Reading Brewery of Simonds

and the Old Porter Brewery (i.e.

George's) in Bristol. Though the descrip-

tions in Measom are not as detailed as

those in Barnard, the steel engravings in

his guides have proved a useful source

for brewery historians such as John

Keane in his survey of Limerick's brew-

eries.10

THE NORTHGATE BREWERY.

This establishment, famous throughout

England for Old Ale, is the largest Brewery in

the West of England, and one of the largest

Old Ale Breweries in the world. It has been

established more than a century, but has

7Brewery History Number 142



been also considerably enlarged during the,

last twenty years.

The present firm consists of Messrs.

PINCHIN, SIMMS, and BETHELL; and wher-

ever the connoisseurs of that truly English

beverage, Old Ale, abound, their choice 

productions are to be met with. Throughout

the whole of Wales and Cornwall, London,

Liverpool, &c., Pinchin's Old Ale is a "house-

hold word" in the mouth of every lover of

good cheer; we may remark, at the same

time, that this firm is equally celebrated for

the high perfection to which they bring their

XXX Mild and Pale Ales, and Double Stout.

The Brewery premises are situated on each

side of the river Avon, and are connected by

a tramway bridge, the private property of the

firm (see engraving), used exclusively by

them for the conveyance of casks, &c., on

trucks, from one part of the premises to the

other.

On visiting the Brewery our attention will be

first directed to the Brewery proper, bounded

on one side by the river, and on the other by

Northgate-street. Entering from this street by

a narrow gateway, we find ourselves in a 

spacious, well-paved yard, with offices on

each side, and at the further end spacious

store-rooms for hops, and a powerful crane

by which the whole of the beer is hoisted

from the different cellars and loaded on drays

for conveyance to the Railway Station and

elsewhere.

Turning to the right, we now ascend to the

Engine Room, in which we find a remarkably

well-kept 25-horse power engine, which 

performs all the operations of pumping, 

grinding, mashing, rousing, &c. Three large

boilers on the same level supply motive

power to the engine to boil the liquor for

mashing, and a portion of the worts. On the

next floor we find the Mash Tuns, the largest

of which is capable of mashing 60 quarters,

fitted with a powerful double-action mashing.

machine, sparger, &c., and surmounted by a

large copper case for containing the crushed

malt to be used in an operation. At the side of

this Mash Tun, but raised above it, is the Hot

Liquor Back, a large wooden vessel, the

lower part of which is entirely fitted with coils

of copper pipe, through which steam from the

boilers is continually passing and heating the

surrounding liquor; along the outside of this

vessel a number of screw rods, connected

with valves inside, afford the means of 

running the liquor to different utensils.

Underneath this Hot Liquor Back we find a

smaller Mash Tun, used exclusively for 

mashing patent malt for Stout and Porter. 

Directly in front of this Mash Tun are the Wort

Boilers belonging to it, consisting of a large

Dome Copper, fitted with cylinder and head to

allow for expansion and ebullition of the

Worts; and a Copper Boiling Back used for

the same purpose, with the exception that the

Worts are here boiled by the agency of steam

instead of a furnace. Descending a few steps

we find another Mash Tun, capable of mash-

ing 40 quarters, and at the side of it a large

open Copper for boiling the Wort when

pumped into it from the Under Back.

The BREWING ROOM is situated on this

stage for the Managing Brewers; here they

8 Journal of the Brewery History Society
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perform the calculations connected with the

Brewings, assay and test the Worts, &c.

The Coolers and Refrigerators occupy the

whole length of the part of the building in

which the Mash Tuns are placed; here the

Worts, after being turned out of the Coppers,

are exposed for a time to cool, and then by a

quicker process over the Refrigerators

reduced to the necessary pitch. The upper

portion of the building is devoted to the Malt

Crushing, by means of two pairs of steel

rollers, the malt being conveyed to them by

means of endless bands, known as Jacob's

Ladders, and hence by the same mode of

conveyance carried in a crushed state to the

cases over the Mash Tuns. We are next 

conducted to the Malt Lofts at the extremity of

the Coolers, a range of large rooms for stor-

ing a portion of the malt in actual use. We

were informed during our visit to these 

premises that the quantity then lying in these

storerooms might probably amount to 3,000

quarters.

The Malt, of first-rate quality, is made and

stored at Messrs. Pinchin's maltings, which

are situated in different parts of the town;

some of them are nearly as large as the

Brewery itself. 120 quarters, or 900 bushels

of malt, are made at one of these maltings in

every 4 days.

Descending to the Engine Room we next

cross a gallery, and enter the Fermenting

Room, a large, well-ventilated building, 

divided into three compartments, in the first of

which is ranged on each side a number of

fermenting Squares, each containing nearly

150 barrels, in which are received the 

brewings from the smaller Mash Tun. The

other two compartments of the building are

fitted with long ranges of Fermenting Rounds,

fitted ,with ingenious contrivances for rousing,

skimming, attemperating, and sampling, and

between each a light and elegant cast-iron

staging and staircase gives access to the

square openings cut in the upper part of

these rounds, for observing the progress of

the fermentation, &c.; and the covers to these

openings are fitted with a very clever and

simple piece of mechanism, by means of

which they can be instantly opened or closed.

This is considered he finest Fermenting

Room in the West of England, and we fully

agree with the opinion that the ingenuity 

displayed in the number and perfection of its

appointments, and the neatness and 

cleanliness with which they are kept, are

equalled by very few. The visitor will be 

interested by an inspection of the contents of

some of these Rounds. The heads of several

appear to be covered with miniature 

mountains of snow heaped up in wild 

confusion, while between the interstices of

each rock shelves of glittering frozen ice help

out the illusion. In others a deep close head,

of light brown appearance, is covered with an

infinity of small bubbles constantly rising and

bursting, giving out carbonic gas in large

quantities. These appearances are the 

professional brewer's text-books, informing

the really initiated what they have done, and

what they have yet to do; but to the great

bulk they are, and will probably remain, a

sealed book. Conceit and ignorance are, as

in other things, at the root of all this: while

sneering at another portion of their brethren

who base their claims solely on a superficial

study of Professor Humbug's "Theory and

10 Journal of the Brewery History Society



Practice of Brewing," some overlook the fact

that their 15 or 20 years' experience, which

may be explained as 15 or 20 years' repeti-

tion of the same errors, commenced under

the tuition of some ignorant or designing 

professor, leaves them in the same or a

worse position. The oft-repeated axiom, that

any old woman can brew, is susceptible of

several interpretations, and includes a very

large class.

One of the most wonderful discoveries of the

present age in reference to fermentation is

the existence and the offices performed by

ozone; throwing a light, as it does, on much

that was hidden before as to the causes of

different results in different localities, and 

the facts already elicited in connexion with 

it have been of the greatest service to 

practical men.

The BARM ROOM, underneath the

Fermenting Room, is fitted with slate cisterns

to receive the yeast as it is skimmed from the

different brewings, whence it is taken and

placed in casks, for conveyance by road or

rail.

Underneath this room, and occupying nearly

the whole of the basement at the rear of the

building, are placed the smaller Vats, in a

series of arched cellars. These Vats are of

the capacity of from 100 to 600 barrels. In,

one we find five of upwards of 500 barrels

each, all filled with Strong Ale, of different

degrees of ripeness, but all remarkable for

that rich flavour and softness which have long

rendered this Ale so famous.

The Sending-out Cellars are formed by 5

arches running underneath the yard. These

contain the beer in course of preparation for

immediate delivery, and are capable of 

containing 300 or 400 barrels each. In one of

these we find a large number of barrels of the

richest quality of Ale labelled for the London

market. Another is full of Double and Single

Stout, a portion of which we were told is

intended for Liverpool, and the remainder

bound for Wales and Cornwall. Another of

these cellars is devoted to Strong Mild Ales

intended for similar destinations. The base-

ment floor on the side nearest the bridge is

devoted to Racking, and Mild Ale Cellars.

Crossing the bridge, we now enter the

Cooperage and Cask Cleaning Sheds, 

occupying the whole frontage of the other

side. Here we find another scene of activity, -

large piles of casks in for repair, for scalding,

or already cleansed, and ready for loading on

the trucks, to be conveyed to the other side,

a large number of men being constantly

employed in repairing the damaged or 

defective casks and cleansing the returned

empties.

A doorway in the centre of this building gives

ingress to the great stores (see engraving).

We find on our right several Vats of 1,100

barrels each, and on the other side many

more of the same size, all of them filled with

choice Old Ale. These stores have only been

added to the Brewery about 11 years. The

stores on the other side having for several

years previously been found insufficient to

meet the increasing demand which had 

arisen for the article, Messrs. Pinchin and 

Co. determined to erect a new Vat Cellar,

which was filled with stock in 1850, which 

we now enter.

11Brewery History Number 142



Most of the Vats are upwards of 24 feet 

high, and are crossed by galleries for the

convenience of the men employed in 

cleansing them. These cellars, or, as they

may more truly be termed, ripening houses,

are the points where the hands of men can

do little, and it is left to Nature to perform her

subtle alchemy. During the process of 

ripening, while new alcohol is forming, a 

portion of that already formed is being

resolved into carbonic, acetic, and several

other fragrant ethers, and on these depend

the flavour and bouquet. Previous care may

have done much in promoting this object to

the greatest advantage, provided it be

accompanied with a certain amount of 

information on the subject; without it the end

will be the same as of all ill directed energies,

and disappointment is certain to be the result.

The account ends with a footnote:

*We were conducted through the premises, on our

visit, by the industrious and intelligent managing

brewer, Mr. R. J. Deeley, a grandson of the brewer

of that name, who was for more than sixty years the

head brewer to Messrs. Taylor, Walker, and Co., the 

celebrated and oldest established export brewers in

England.

In addition to the illustrations, these

accounts provide fascinating details of

the beers produced - especially the Old

Ale that was to remain a Westcountry

favourite up to the Second World War -

processes, plant and, not least, the diffi-

culties faced by brewers in extending old

sites in tight, city-centre locations. Many

of these details cannot be found in other

surviving records but the content needs

to be complemented and checked by ref-

erence to other sources. Both of our

authors mention that the Northgate

Brewery was established more than a

century ago (i.e. circa 1750-60) but pre-

cise details of its foundation are elusive.

The first detailed evidence of a large

commercial brewery in Bath is the build-

ing of the short-lived Dolemead Brewery

in 1736 and others were to open soon

afterwards to service demand arising

from the phenomenal expansion of the

city in the latter part of the 18th century.

The Sayce family are the first recorded

owners of the Northgate Brewery -

Samuel Sayce & Co, also wine and

brandy merchants, are first listed as

brewers in an early directory of 1783.

Earlier newspaper advertisements refer

to Samuel as an importer of 'foreign

spiritous liquors and wines' who had a

warehouse and vaults near St Michael's

Church, which stands opposite to the site

of the Northgate Brewery.11 In late 1786,

this newspaper notes that Mr J Sayce,

described as a brewer and distiller, had

erected a building on Bathwick Meadow

on the other side of the River Avon 'for

the purpose of feeding and fattening

oxen with the grains from his porter brew-

ery and distillery'12 but this use of by-

products seems to have lapsed by 1798

when a city council minute refers to prob-

lems caused 'by grains and waste being

thrown into the river' here. Shortly after

this, the then proprietors, Sayce &

Kelson, were one of three Bath breweries

to order a small Boulton & Watt steam

engine to grind malt, work a mashing

12 Journal of the Brewery History Society



machine for a 40 quarter tun and to

operate liquor pumps.13 Subsequent

changes of ownership are available

from Bath's many directories. George

Pinchin's name, mentioned in both of

our extracts, first appears in connection

with the brewery in 1822. He was joined

by a number of partners, most significant-

ly George Simms (died 1838), his son

George Hornblower Simms, and later by

Henry Bethell, who had taken a half

share in the business in 1851. Partner-

ships did not always provide the continuity

that was to come when breweries

became joint-stock enterprises and the

Northgate Brewery came to end in 1867

following a Decree in Chancery, after a

suit by GH Simms against George

Spencer (who became involved in the

business in 1861, the year of Pinchin's

death) and AS Bethell 'for taking

accounts and winding up the partnership'.

At the subsequent sale, the auctioneer

attempted to put a positive spin on pro-

ceedings with the announcement 'that

the brewery was not to be given up in

consequence of it being less lucrative,

but because of the death of two of the

partners and indisposition of the third, a

gentleman of large fortune, to carry it

on'.14

As is often the case, these sale notices

provide significant details of the premises

and their fixed and moveable plant,

including many of the items mentioned in

our two extracts. Lot 1 in the sale was

the main building on 7 Northgate Street

which included a counting house, brew-

er's office, mill house, tun rooms, hop

stores, barm house and malt rooms for

upwards of 4,000 quarters. Also included

here were premises on Northgate Street

occupied by two pubs, the managing

brewer, the wine and spirits business and

a confectioner. The extension across the

river in Grove Street in Bathwick parish is

featured in the Measom extract and had

been added since the earlier piece, com-

prised Lot 2, with workshop, a yard for

cleaning casks, large store cellars and

stabling. Lots 3 & 4 were the two large

malt houses on other sites in the city, one

on the Quay (of 120 quarters capacity)

and the other situated near the Corn

Market, a little to the north of the brewery

in nearby Walcot Street. This, the Pelican

Malthouse, was capable of wetting 56

quarters and had substantial store

rooms. A further 19 pubs made up the

remaining lots. A little later, a warehouse,

counting house and offices on the Bull

Wharf off Redcliffe Street in Bristol were

advertised for auction in the Bristol

Mercury of 10 October 1868.

Whilst the pubs were sold, no one was

prepared to take on the brewery as a

going concern and the plant was adver-

tised for sale in the following year. This

included a steam engine of 24hp with

three boilers, four large coppers, ten

English oak working rounds fitted with

skimming apparatus and attemporators,

six Dantzig fir working squares, wrought

and cast iron liquor backs, slate settling

backs and yeast troughs. There were

some 60 English oak 'Bell and Bulge'

store vats (100 to 1,000 barrels each),

and about 7,000 carriage casks. The driv-
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ing machinery, two pairs of malt crushing

cylinders and a number of pumps made

up the remainder of the equipment.15

Much of the brass and gun metal goods

had been supplied by Pontifex & Co,

with Carty and Co, also of London, as the

principal suppliers of the cooperage.

Advertisements for the sale of the brew-

ery premises continued into 1869 and

1870, including those in Grove Street

and to the rear of numbers 8,9 & 10

Northgate Street. Thus this major West

country brewery did not survive as a

candidate for inclusion in Barnard some

20 years later.

The buildings in Grove Street - the bridge

connecting both parts of the premises

shown in Measom's engraving has long

gone - still survive having undergone

sympathetic conversion for residential

use. The Northgate Street buildings

served as showrooms, stores, workshops

and warehouses in the early 20th century

and survived to be included by Peter &

Ruth E Coard in their painstaking record

of the demolitions of the 1960s that have

been described as the 'Sack of Bath'.16

Three views of the rear of the old

Northgate street buildings appear in a

revised and enlarged edition of their work

published in 1973. The site has now been

redeveloped as part of the 'Podium' com-

plex and it is now difficult to envisage

such a large industrial site, with smoke,

river pollution and endless deliveries of

malt, hops and coal and despatches of

casks of ale and stout so close to Bath's

High Street, its Abbey and Palladian

Pulteney Bridge. Part of the Podium
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houses Bath Central Library who are to

be thanked for their co-operation in

making available the quality images of

the two extracts that are reproduced

here. 

There are many similar accounts of brew-

eries and maltings elsewhere in the UK,

largely forgotten and hidden away in old

travel guides, local collections and the

brewing trade press which, if brought

before a new readership, will add much

to our understanding of our brewery her-

itage. The Journal Editor eagerly antici-

pates further contributions and sugges-

tions for an occasional 'Not in Barnard'

series.
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